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Mill Hill Meeting
Action Packed Afternoon
by Peter Davies
Once again we enjoyed a lovely day of warm, sunny weather on the 18th April
2010 when members and friends gathered to celebrate the very special event of
what would have been Billy’s 70th birthday. Despite the obvious sadness of the occasion many
people supported the function and even though
we had pre-booked the larger main Church Hall,
it was standing room only as the events unfolded.
Billy’s grave was soon bedecked with flowers
and tributes in the afternoon sunshine. The
Sound of Fury team members cut short their
time at the grave in order to attend the Hall in
preparation for what was to come. People started to arrive at 1 p.m. at the Hall during the setting up and band call and soon the place was
buzzing with activity and merchandise stalls
creating a superb atmosphere and soon the room was packed. Chris Eley welcomed our Patron, Lisa Voice, Billy’s long-time partner together with her party of
people and after introductions she was
shown to her reserved area.
Chris then took to
the stage to initially
thank so many people for attending and
said it was terrific to
see everybody. He
introduced Lisa
Voice as our special
guest and asked everyone to make her
feel at home. Lisa’s
Pat Young’s lovely cake
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party included Maddy who was actually filming the day for a TV documentary,
Tom the programme maker and Lisa’s friend Yasmin as well as her chauffeur Ali.
It was then time to mention the three artistes who would be appearing and then
handed over to Rob Dee to open the musical element of the afternoon. The opening act was Johnny Red who really warmed up the audience with a set of ten
songs of Billy’s to get everyone in the mood for the day and he finished off with
Forget Him to very appreciative applause. Rob Dee was next on stage and entertained everyone with a well put together collection of eleven more Billy numbers
starting with Maybe Tomorrow to It’s Only Make Believe and he finished to tremendous applause.
As part of the entertainment the afternoon now continued with the auction of
Billy memorabilia. Once again the bidding was brisk with lots of people taking
part. Four items raised a
total of £200 with framed
Billy stamps donated by
Pauline being bought by
Dennis Chappel, Billy with
the horses going to Sharon
Craxton, ‘We Want Billy’
photo to Jen Davies and
Billy on Stage 1961/62
bought by Val Beales.
Lisa joined Chris Eley on
stage and thanked everyone appreciatively and also
thanked Chris and the team
for all that they do for Billy.
She also said that she was
sure Billy was watching
over us today. Chris presented Lisa with a nice picture of Billy and Jackie
gave her flowers. Chris continued by mentioning that
Colin Paul had already
been presented with a shirt
of Billy’s in respect of eveColin Paul delivers
rything he does for Billy. Chris then presented Rob and Johnny with similar Billy
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shirts. In reply Johnny thanked Chris and
vowed to lose weight in order to wear it! Rob
was almost lost for words but thanked the
team in return for everything they do. After
also welcoming Maureen Bowden and Claire
Mehmet-Nugent from the previous Sound of
Fury team, Chris also mentioned Peter and
Linda Keller as well as Michael Husband. The
forthcoming Liverpool Adelphi weekend in

June and the Nottingham Dance
Show in July were also highlighted.
It was now time for the music to
continue and Colin Paul was
brought on stage to perform a superb programme of well-thoughtout music in support of the very
special day. He found time to pay
tribute to Rob Dee who he described as a “true professional and
great friend” and Johnny Red who he admired so much. Colin mentioned that he
had become a grandad again two weeks ago and talked about his baby daughter
Grace. At the end of his particular set Colin brought in several songs from other
artistes and he finished with In Thoughts of You to a standing ovation. The three
artists then joined forces for a few numbers along with Daniel Heaney to continue
the entertainment and Chris Eley introduced a poignant moment when everyone
in the room sang along to Peter Williams’s instrumental version of I’m Lost Without You with song sheets provided.
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Pat Young had provided balloons and a Billy Fury 70th birthday cake which Lisa
gladly cut into and it was shared out to everyone.

Rocking Johnny Red

Presentation to Lisa
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Lisa and Harley
Chris Eley finished off the event and thanked those present for coming and in
particular The Sound of Fury team and helpers who had made a fantastic afternoon so very special. Everyone present then finished the day by
singing “Happy Birthday Billy”.

Next meeting 10th October 2010
Pen Pal Wanted
A new member of the Fan Club Mr Robert Moore would like a pen pal (male or
female). He is also a member of the Elvis Fan Club and enjoys writing. If you are
interested please write to the Fan Club address and we will forward your letter
on to Robert.
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Celebrating Billy Fury in 1960 and remembering the
Sound of Fury album – 50 years on
with Chris Eley
Incredible though it seems this year, April in fact, has seen the 50th Anniversary of
the recording, and on May 25th/June (sources differ) the release, of the finest ever
slice of UK rock ’n’ roll – 50’s style rock ’n’ roll that is, not to be confused with the
awful generic term from across the Atlantic and which is now widely accepted
over here. It’s probably true that some of that rightly revered album is derivative;
Turn My Back On You is Baby is Let’s Play House revisited, but so what, even much
early Elvis was derivative in a way, but of course strongly original too, and so is
much of Billy’s work. Certainly to write ten songs, plus four others on single releases, and chart with them all was literally phenomenal for the UK in 1960. The
almost criminal decision not to allow Billy to write and record more rock, country
and blues oriented stuff during 1960, perhaps 1961 other than the occasional B
side or EP track is quite rightly lamented by the rock ‘n’ roll fraternity, even today.
Given his head, once rock ’n’ roll had subsided Billy could surely have also produced 60’s ‘Beat’ albums to surpass many of those released by inferior talents.
Conversely of course, those hit ballads and B sides etc. were magnificent in their
own right and successful to boot.
Quite rightly this album is universally acclaimed as being Billy’s most seminal
work and whilst some of us may prefer the later work, excellent though so much
of it was, it was never going to compete, artistically, with this legendary and innovative album. Turn my Back On You was cut at the same session as Collette and Baby, How I Cried on January 8th (Elvis’s Birthday) and seemingly, according to ace
producer Stuart Colman, featured Big Jim Sullivan on lead guitar. Decca’s John
Tracy researched that information although the session sheets I received from him
don’t mention that – they only say ‘with instrumental acc:’ Jim does remember
being on that first session but recalls little specific detail, being perhaps the UK’s
leading guitar light at the time and required for so much work it’s not surprising
he remembers little. Seeing as both tracks are so highly regarded, (the former is
probably the best track on the album) he can be very proud indeed of his connection with the classic track. Turn My Back is more rockabilly than rock ’n’ roll but
stands up there with Wondrous Place, Don’t Knock Upon My Door and the rest of
the very best of UK rock ‘n’ roll; Cliff’s Move It and Choppin’ n’ Changin’, Johnny
Kidd’s Please Don’t Touch and Shakin All Over, Simon Scott’s Move It Baby, Johnny
Crawford’s Long Stringy Baby, Dickie Pride’s Slippin’ n’ Slidin’, Marty’s Endless
Sleep and several others, including, in my view, Shaky’s Marie Marie. On April 9th
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in interview in Disc the new LP to be recorded was tentatively entitled Billy Fury –
Sings Billy Fury. Where the title The Sound of Fury came from is widely accepted
to be from Jack Good and his Shakespearean leanings but other theories have it
named after films and TV series apparently around at the time.
On October 25th on his Radio London Echoes Show Stuart Colman asked Billy
about the album, informing him how collectable it had become. It had been reissued as a facsimile ten inch in 1980 due to demand and before that in 1977 on The
Billy Fury Story double album. That album was itself largely in response to a
widely successful 1976 bootleg called The Sound of Billy Fury. The classic CD release featuring the stereo versions for the first time came along in 1988 with the
Sound Of Fury + 10 London 820-627-2 produced by John Tracy. This was reissued
afterwards on Deram (same number) in 1993, and on cassette, and in 2000 came
the Decca /Sound of Fury collaboration double CD, Decca 849902, with stereo, mono tracks and bonus tracks, mostly B sides not able to be included on the Anthology CD. A limited edition, one thousand only pressing of the album on vinyl and
with a liner insert was released at the same time as this CD and is now becoming
quite collectable. A rarity from this release is the double CDR produced by Phil
Smee at Waldos Design Emporium of which only three copies were reportedly
made. Two of the above
CDs are depicted inside
the cover of this magazine.
Billy responded to the information from Stuart
about the original albums
collectability by saying
“Strange really. That’s
strange to think about.”
When asked if he had
been aware that when recording it he was doing
something really revolutionary for 1960 Billy’s
response was “We were
just having fun really.” In
pursuit of this fun Billy
returned to Decca’s West
Hampstead studio
number 3 on April 14th
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and this time it was to be
Joe Brown on lead guitar,
producing the wonderful driving guitar intro
on another contender for
best album track, the
pure rockabilly of My
Advice.
Joe Brown, a close friend
of Billy’s during the early 60’s remembers the
session fondly. “Well,
the Sound of Fury album
has become quite a classic you know, amongst
the old Teddy Boys and
that, and real rock fans,
they love that small ten
inch album, and I can
Wilbur Wilberforce
tell you how that
worked. Billy wanted to do some sort of Presley type rockabilly stuff and Jack
was producing the album and we couldn’t get the musicians over here, (actually
Eddie Cochran was on tour in the UK at the time and we can only speculate how the
album might have turned out if he had been invited to input the session, or a later one,
with his instrumental and production skills. Had Eddie lived you can bet he would have
loved this album! He was to tragically die three days after on Billy’s 20th Birthday –
Ed.)
Joe continues; “I got records of the early Presley stuff, and my brief was to try
and sound like Scotty Moore and they wanted a slap base, but we couldn’t find
anyone in England who could play one. I can remember the session as there
was myself on guitar, Andy White on drums, two bass players, Bill Stark, and
do you know that’s gone, but he fact was we had two bass players and the reason we had two bass players was because one of them played the notes on his
electric bass and the other one just slapped his bass, and that was a very clever
thing to do. If you listen to that album it sounds like that early rockabilly stuff.
Alan Weighill the (other) bass players name was. Reg Guest on piano and we
had a sort of Jordanaires backing group called the Four Jays and that was it.
That was all there was on that session and we did the session, all the songs, in,
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as I remember this, in as long as it took to play them. We did them all in one
take. He (Billy) wrote the songs and we came into the studio sat around and
recorded them.”
Later on radio Joe remembered that the sum he had been paid for the session
because he had found the docket. (It was about fourteen shillings as I recall because
I cannot locate the tape right now – Ed.) You will note there is no mention from
Joe of Big Jim Sullivan being on this session. In interview with Stuart Colman
in 1982 Bill recalled working on the album. “I reckon it’s the most enjoyable
thing I did up until a session I had very recently. (that was the session with Stuart
for the forthcoming Polydor album – Ed). It was one where we were able to go
down to the session and I sang the songs over (as he had done on the demo tape –
Ed), there was a vocal backing group who were quite quick, and Joe Brown
was working out different licks for the tracks. We had a good bass player and
pianist and it all came together. It was all one session I think. I think it was a
one day session or something like that. Very enjoyable. I was fighting not to go
with the flow. Everyone wanted me to go with the flow, really. And at that
time I was fighting and winning with my own material, I think, and rockabilly
music was very popular, not so much here but in America. But I loved rockabilly music and all the songs I was writing were basically around that kind
of musical theme – things like My
Advice and loads of others. I think
that’s why I really enjoyed it but later they (Decca) got really heavy
with me and persuaded me I was
going in the wrong direction and
slowly swayed me towards the ballads.” It is likely that if Decca had
not succeeded that another classic
rock ’n’ roll album, perhaps two
may have resulted, which would
have been great of course, but
whether such a successful chart career and widespread fan adulation would have occurred is unlikely. Even Elvis
had to turn to ‘Pop’ and Jerry Lee Lewis eventually to country. There are those
perhaps who would have preferred Billy to have carried on rocking until it
came back into vogue in the late 60’s but there is little doubt but that most actual fans are far happier about the hit ballad route and subsequent success.
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Prior to the session, at some stage no-one can be sure of, except for some numbers as described later, Billy had been writing songs, quite possibly with an album in mind, by the way he describes how he wants each number to go. This
unique recording was issued on The Sound of Fury Demos, on Castle Select
SELCD 608 in 2002 and makes a perfect companion album to the classic release.
It complements this album by adding historical context and a perfect insight into
the musical mind of the young Billy, or even Ronnie perhaps. A collectable ten
inch vinyl edition was also issued and copies turn up on the net on E-bay.
Jack Good was the producer of the 1960 session and has recounted the story in
various interviews. I was fortunate enough to be one of three people asked to
keep him company for a couple of hours prior to the statue unveiling in Liverpool in April 2003. Most of our conversation inevitably centred on the recording
of the Sound of Fury session and the early part of Billy’s career. Jack was, quite
correctly, extremely proud of his part in this seminal episode in rock n roll history, but he was equally scathing about Billy’s post 1960 output – rock ‘n’ roll is
Jack’s life blood and anything that followed paled into insignificance for him.
That’s why on the day of the statue unveiling he claimed that in 1960 Billy Fury
was the best rocker in the world – bar none, bar none! He’s a lovely guy and we
agreed to disagree about Billy’s post 1960 output but he did confirm much of his
interview comments to us during that memorable meeting. A friend with him
hinted at ‘rare stuff’ he was ‘burning off’ but what it was and whether it will ever surface is another matter. Our conversation was not recorded as the purpose
was to make him feel at ease prior to the big event, and to formally interview or
record would not have helped to achieve that – that was the view at the time,
but with hindsight, perhaps it was a once in a lifetime missed opportunity.
Jack recalled elsewhere in interview: “After Billy had been coming round to my
place with his guitar and saying, what do you think, I thought we’ve just got to
record these things. Decca didn’t seem to be wanting to go that way; they wanted him to do cover stuff. (Understandably given the change in musical trends in that
year-in 1958/59 such an album would likely have been wanted by Decca – Ed). I wanted to express the real Billy on record so I bullied Decca (you can believe that – Jack
is still a wonderfully forceful character even today – or in 2003 at least – Ed), and got
Parnes to put a word in too, and of course Billy’s feelings were known. I bullied
Decca into letting us at least cut these numbers. Their confidence in us was I suppose shown by the fact that we had a budget for five musicians, that Billy had to
fly in his own backing group and that we were given two three-hour sessions to
make ten songs.’ Some numbers were even written in the lunch hour according
to Jack.
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The above comments are food for thought. Five musicians would account for
Alan Weighill, Joe Brown, Reg Guest, Bill Stark and Andy White. There is no mention once again of having Big Jim actually on the main session. Stuart Colman in
an excellent anniversary tribute to the session in the May 2010 edition of Now Dig
This seems to think that Big Jim was on the main session because of differences in
the guitar work on several numbers – being a producer and musician he may be
qualified to ascertain this but there is no proof other than Stuart’s assertions. Stuart maintains also that What Did I Do; the 1963 recording laid down by Billy as a
demo for the early LP but not recorded was also down for recording in January
1960.
All fans should get hold of the edition of NDT with Stuart’s fresh appraisal in, as
it is very thought provoking and of course well written. Stuart has forgotten
more about music history than I will ever know and being a musician himself
gives insights that lesser mortals would never notice. This tribute was started before the NDT article came out and there is bound to be duplication but Stuart’s
angle is refreshingly different. We do know from the session sheets and John
Tracy’s sleeve notes in the excellent Sound Of Fury + 10 CD that Turn My Back On
You had been cut previously with Big Jim (saw him in a local pub last summer, still
playing wonderfully and as courteous as ever – although quite unwell these days – Ed),
so was it cut again at the April session. Well, according to the session sheets Jack
is right; when he says ten songs where recorded. It is listed for the April session
as well as the January one. However, we only have the one recording in existence
at present, and in mono – just like the other two numbers cut in January. Seeing
as the main session was also recorded in stereo, is there perhaps a stereo master
out there somewhere. If there is, why was it not found in the USA in 1987/88 by
Decca, when the other tracks were electronically sourced? On balance it’s more
likely that Turn my Back was not recorded again during the April session. Another
point is that if the Sound of Fury Demos were indeed done immediately prior to
the album why was Turn My Back not among them. Despite the very adolescent
vocals on the demos as opposed to the still young, but quite forceful completed
session numbers it seems unlikely, on the face of it, that the demos were done in
1960 but in fact we know some were, and will get to this later. Billy’s ‘leathery’
vocals on the session were due to the six week stint on Boy Meets Girls, some
dates on The Larry Parnes Anglo-American Rock’n’ Roll Tour with Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent, and TV and radio, most notably Saturday Club, plus of
course rehearsals for the TV show, from which the most iconic pictures of all time
of Billy were taken.
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Jack Good continues: “Ridiculous, but the fact is we did squeeze out of Decca
some rehearsal time in a rehearsal hall beforehand where Reg Guest wrote down
the chords for the three guys who read music and we worked out what we would
do roughly. So when we came down to it we had to accept stuff that sometimes
you’d liked to have improved on, but id did have spontaneity, it did have simplicity. Billy’s voice we made sure, was always there, was not smudged over loud
backing, so the soul of Billy Fury really is in that record and I am very proud of
that and I think Billy was very proud of that.”
Much has been said about Billy’s Jordanaires style backing band, The Four Jays,
becoming the Fourmost. This is perhaps partly because some reports had the
band being flown in at Billy’s expense from Liverpool. In reality the band were a
Scottish novelty and vocal/close harmony band and had impressed Billy during
rehearsal sessions for the Boy Meets Girls shows and possibly live appearances
that Billy had been working on prior to the Sound of Fury session. Band member
and baritone singer John Chambers later recalled the session, although he mistakenly confused it perhaps with the rehearsal sessions in Manchester for the show,
for he believed the album had been recorded in Manchester. He said in interview
with Paul Pierrot, producer of the 1998 Omnibus TV Documentary on Billy, “We
were performing in Croydon at the time, and Billy hired a small plane which
picked us up from Biggin Hill airfield, south of London. The album was recorded
in a day, and we returned to London for the evening performance.” John also recalled that the group sat in on the whole session where everything was ad-libbed.
The tunes and solos were worked out on the spot and as the backing group they
fitted themselves in where they thought it was necessary.
The hiring of the vocal group was referred to in the April 23rd edition of Disc –
‘Billy Fury…..he chartered a plane to have the right backing for his LP’. This was
embellished under the heading SONG WRITER FURY HIRES PLANE but regrettably I don’t have the complete page to verify the veracity of the above.
The group got on so well with Billy that he presented them with a shirt and set of
cufflinks each. It seems he also personally picked up their expenses for attending
the session.
The groups name was derived from their four forenames, John Morgan (lead),
John Dickie (falsetto), Joe McKinley (bass) and John Chalmers of course. They did
not feature on every track but are evident on That’s Love, the single being issued
prior to the album release, and others including Alright Goodbye, Don’t Say It’s
Over, Phone Call, Don’t Leave Me This Way and Alright Goodbye. That’s Love; released on 13th May had a favourable review in Disc on May 21st and had reached
number 19 on the charts by May the 26th.
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The Wilbur Wilberforce credit situation is claimed in various sources to be an
attempt by Billy to hold on to publishing rights to some of his songs. This may
be true but it surely could only have been achieved with the consent of Larry
Parnes. On the initial issue of the album the Fury/Wilberforce split is clear on
the back of the album and the
labels but with later pressings
all credits are to Fury. Did Billy initially get away with it
then have to change it perhaps? The publishers rights
are split between the Parnes
influenced P.Maurice/KPM,
Mackmelodies and Youngstar
Music. The latter, it has been
suggested by Stuart Colman,
was set up by Billy but Alan
Wheeler, a long term acquaintance to some members of the
Sound of Fury fan club begs to
differ. As someone who has
not only run the Marty Wilde,
Chuck Berry and Johnny Kidd
fan clubs but who has also
worked in Parnes office he has
this to say about the Sound of
Fury publishing and alleged
presence of Big Jim Sullivan
on the main sessions.
‘I think you will find that Marty had Bad Boy on Youngstar
Music back in 1959. During
the 6-7 months I worked there (Parnes office) Billy was always challenging his
royalty payments with LMP accountant Joe Squires. Not only on discs but songwriting’. This area was clearly a contentious one. According to Dickie Pride
(Billy’s closest mate together with Vince Eager – Ed), the pseudonym (Wilberforce)
was used to fool Larry. Billy, understandably, wanted more from some of his
songs, and made an attempt to lose only a music publishers cut. You also have
to realise that Parnes was not a manager to let his artists hide their identity –
18
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there would not be any mileage in it for him!” The question is, did Billy initially
fool Larry then have to come clean publicly afterwards that all ten numbers were
Fury originals, and not split with Wilberforce, in the stated ratio of six to four in
favour of Wilberforce! The latter surname of course would resonate with Billy
from schooldays because of the prominent effect of William Wilberforce on the
slavery movement in Liverpool.
Alan went on to say: “I talked quite a lot with Big Jim and Joe (Brown) back then,
including about the ten inch LP, but neither person said that Big Jim had played
on it. Even when I was present at the Slough ballroom when Jim and the Wildcats
(or they might have been the Krew Kats by then), were backing Billy on a live fifteen minute session for Radio Luxembourg under the banner of ‘Marty Wilde
Presents’, Big Jim didn’t say he had been on disc with him – he only referred to
the Wildcats doing a similar project previously.” It seems the jury is out as to
whether Big Jim was on the main session or not, but the evidence seems to be that
he wasn’t. Why wasn’t he on the album credits or mentioned by anyone? Conversely Stuart Colman could be right.
Getting back to the session, Billy was interviewed by one June Harris in Disc on
4th June 1960 beneath the heading ‘Fury plans to sing the blues.’ “Billy Fury, the
19 year old singer from Liverpool, enthused; “I must be Britain’s number one fan
of the blues.” And he added; “In time, I would like to develop into a blues singer.”
Does this mean that Billy is willing to forfeit the rock field in which he has found
fame? “Good heavens, no,” he said. “But I can’t sing rock all the time and I would
like to become more versatile.” Recently, Decca released Billy’s first album, The
Sound of Fury, on which he sings ten of his own compositions in a session taken
by Jack Good. “I’ve never enjoyed myself so much as when we did this album,”
said Billy.” The accompaniment was hand-picked, and in all were in the studio
for nine hours (this would have included the rehearsals and a lunch break – Ed) .“For
this album, I have included two blues numbers, and some songs with a country
and western flavour I was happy with the overall result, particularly with the
blues songs, Phone Call and Since You’ve Been Gone – and now my ambition is to
record an EP of standard blues numbers.” (Fans finally did get the blues Am I Blue
EP in 1963 in 1965 the superb rhythm and blues EP, Billy Fury and the Gamblers – Ed).
“I am very fond of writing songs, and usually work at about six at a time, which I
am doing at present. I find that by writing, I can relax more easily, and when
working, I live in a world of ‘mania music’. This is why I like the blues, and particularly Ray Charles for whom I have a great admiration. There is so much feeling in Charles’s music, and like him, I feel everything I am singing.” (That’s
perfectly true and well understood by Billy’s fans being perhaps the main reason for the
20

Billy & Joe Brown – Boy meets Girls rehearsal
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appreciation of
Billy’s music;
You Don’t
Know being a
classic example.
The latter was
criticised in
Disc when issued as the flip
to That’s Love,
for being over
dramatised –
perfectly true,
but still beautifully poignant
for all that –
Ed). The interview continued: We
haven’t seen
Billy perform a blues number yet on Wham (which had taken over from Boy
Meets Girls) but Jack Good has promised to let him sing the Charles hit of What’d
I Say and also the Barratt Strong (number) Money. (Whether Billy did get to perform those and whether they are hidden on film somewhere perhaps we may discover – but certainly the latter is unlikely). The interview concluded on the back
page: “At the moment I am learning to play the Bongos, which usually accompany any blues numbers,“ said Billy. “ If you listen hard enough, you will also hear
the tambourines. I never use a guitar except when I am composing. “As I don’t
write music, I pick out the chords on my guitar, and then transfer the basic tune
to a tape. Later, I get together with the boys and, by trial and error, we work out
our arrangements. We have much fun doing this, and having all collaborated, we
never find any difference in our thoughts on how the song should be played.”
Currently, Billy, who has never had a music lesson in his life (bit of a fib there –
what about the piano lessons at home then – Ed!) has thoughts of bringing back some
of the old songs in a blues form. “So many of them have been brought back as
rock songs, and I think the blues way would make them different,” he said.
“Naturally, much as I admire Ray Charles and his arrangements, which I think are
perfection, I would never copy him, for I have too many ideas of my own.”The
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album was favourably reviewed in Melody Maker on July 9th, although it was
felt not to sustain interest throughout the set! At least seven of the songs on the
album were, according to Billy, inspired by unrequited or lost love, which is just
fine; who wants to really hear songs about anything else anyway! In the case of
My Advice: “She came from Liverpool. This girl was very good looking and very
dark... smashing. But you see, this girl was always around with other fellas. I was
quite stuck on her at one time.... she didn’t care much about me. I went home and
wrote the song, maybe because I still felt something.” In typical self-effacing style,
one of the reasons Billy would later give for writing his own songs was his stated
inability to master the chords featured in the hits of the day. In Weekend Magazine, 9th July 1960,
23
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Billy was quoted; “I never learned to sing or play the guitar at all. I think my
voice is terrible, to be honest, yet it sells. If I take lessons it may not sell anymore..
...I do sing flat, I know this.”
For Phone Call there was yet another girl! “Across the way (from Dickie Pride’s
flat) lived this very attractive girl. We used to have little rows and afterwards
she’d always phone me and patch them up. I went home (one night) and waited
for her to ring. She didn't.... so I wrote the song and called it Phone Call.” This, if
true, dates the track on the Demo tapes to 1958/59, possibly 1960, so it may perhaps be assumed that the remainder of the ‘Work-up’ numbers for the Sound of
Fury session were indeed, as previously supposed, laid down by Billy Fury and
not Ronald Wycherley, despite the very adolescent vocals. Don’t Say It’s Over elicited yet another ‘girlfriend experience’. “I’d met a lovely dancer in London. She
disappeared ...found out later that she’d gone to Italy. Great shame.” Was this
perhaps the girl from Italy who during the 90’s or 2000’s claimed Billy wrote a
song about her? Since You’ve Been Gone; “I met this girl in Southampton. I think
she wanted to get married... girls who get too serious scare me!” There is surprisingly no reported connection to You Don’t Know but there is for Don’t Leave Me
This Way. “I spent more on that girl than anybody else I took out. She came from
North London and I met her on a blind date. Funny thing though, just before I
was due to cut the album we broke it off... three days before I recorded it I sat
down and wrote a song called This Way. Again this dates this song to either the
January or April sessions, and not the Ronnie Wycherley era as has been claimed
by some. On balance there fore, the rehearsal tape was cut in 1960.
Although classed quite rightly as THE British rock n roll/rockabilly album when
analysed a different and far more mixed pattern emerges. That’s Love is a hybrid,
country with slow rockabilly, unique and quite wonderful, even the ‘jazzy’ version showcased on the Jean Carroll show (which no-one seems to remember being aired at the time) really swings. My Advice is pure rockabilly, Phone Call is
classed by Billy at the time as blues, but is difficult to classify at all, blues tinged
country-rock perhaps, You Don’t Know is either a ballad or a slow blues, depending on your individual take on it, I’ll plump for bluesy ballad! Turn My Back On
You is without doubt rockabilly, and Don’t Say It’s Over probably is too, a sort of
rockabilly/rock ’n’ roll hybrid, whilst Since You’ve Been Gone is another
blues/rockabilly /country mixture, perhaps reminiscent of I’ll Never Let You Go Little Darlin’ by Elvis. Don’t Say It’s Over features a backing vocal piece that sounds
like a belching frog yet somehow on every track they are used, including this one,
the Four Jays add value indicating the Elvis and Jordanaires influence on Billy.
It’s You I Need is mid tempo rockabilly-country whilst Alright Goodbye is pure
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Elvis and Jordanaires. Billy’s vocals throughout of course have more in common
with the young Sun Elvis than the 56-58 period which we know were the main
influences on Billy. Don’t Leave Me This Way is perhaps the nearest thing to rock’n’
roll on the album, a cracking track to close it with.
There you have it, classic, legendary, seminal – it’s
all of these things as was its author!
Acknowledgements: NDT, Stuart Colman, Paul
Pierrot, Disc, Melody Maker, Alan Wheeler.
Ordering details: Now Dig This — Issue 36 – One
copy direct only £4.50 from: NDT, 19 South Hill Road, Bensham, Gateshead, Tyne
and Wear NE8 2XZ or Email: Editor@nowdigthis.co.uk
.

Photo by kind permission Rockstar Records
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Tony Read – 1944–1st June 2010
A personal tribute by Chris Eley
Tony Read became a friend of Billy’s around the late 60’s by showing him some
local bird nesting areas or something similar. He managed the Billy Fury fan club
during the early 70’s – I think he was with Jackie at the time, and used to arrange
gigs in Dorchester through Hal Carter who was managing Billy after the break
with Larry Parnes. Following the 1976 operation and whilst Billy was at home
with Lisa and still extremely weak, Tony called to find out when Billy was going
to record and tour. Nothing came of it and Billy retired in 1977 for about four
years, apart from the 1978 K-tel recordings of course.
In 1981 Tony was still at Billy to ‘stop vegetating’ on the farm and get back in the
studio. Hal Carter had already recorded Be Mine Tonight with its writer, Carl Simmons and so
between Hal
and Tony Billy
was persuaded
to come in and
lay the vocal
track down. It
was in the
wrong key and
Billy thought it
would chart as
‘far as a flea
could jump’.
Well, it did bubble under the
Top 100, and is
a great track.
Around this
time a combination of Tony,
Hal and Polydor, with whom
Billy had an album and trio of
Jackie,Billy and Tony in Dorset
singles deal, got Billy back on TV, Radio and in 1982, on the road. Tony was by
now managing Billy, not just as road manager but, it seemed, as manager. In
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March Billy collapsed on the farm he shared with Lisa and a picture appeared in
the Daily Mirror of Bill in checked top I think, sitting up in bed smiling. It had
been close and only the hurried dash down to the London heart hospital with Lisa had saved him.
In the March I sent Billy a get well card and Tony replied, saying he was a fellow
Cornishman and from Saltash. I met him eventually at the Blue Boar site at Hucknall in July and bought some memorabilia from him, acetates etc., a pattern which
was to last for many years and result in the transfer of more money on my part
than I care to think about, and other fans too. You could say it was supply and
demand I suppose. He arranged for me to meet Billy twice and I helped out as
much as could, selling singles at a gig etc.
Tony had been experiencing heart valve problems, like Billy, for years but I am
not sure what eventually claimed him. I do know, from my conversations with
Tony that there are many ‘secrets’ which it seems he has taken with him to the
grave. Shortly after Billy’s death he did attempt to get a publishing deal but over
the years he became more reluctant and refused press offers to ‘tell all’.
At his funeral it seems there was little in the way of personal history in the eulogy
and Tony has always been something of an enigma. He was however, whatever
personal views are held, a very important part of Billy’s final years. Together
with Hal Carter and Stuart Colman, he brought Billy back to the charts and public
consciousness in a way no-one had managed since 1966. He was justifiably very
proud of that and should always be remembered for it.
There is an argument that Billy might have lived longer but for the comeback, and
only those intimately close to him would know the truth of that. It’s probably fair
to say though that Billy would not have attempted a comeback if he had really
not wanted to – we know he missed the buzz, and loved what Stuart Colman did
for him. When I saw him at one gig in October he looked poorly yet in December
he looked great, and happy as Larry to be on stage. Conversely at the Hammersmith Odeon Heroes and Villains it seems he was terrified, and the strain on his
heart would have been immense. In hindsight of course, aside perhaps from the
studio work, it was self-evidently all too much for him.
Tony was always fretting side stage, ‘Are you sure you’re all right Billy’ he would
say, and he genuinely seemed to care for Billy. We shall probably never know
exactly how Billy felt about being brought back – let’s hope it was what he really
wanted, up to the point of course of discovering another operation was needed. I
guess the jury will always be out, but Tony will always be inextricably linked to
the success of the Billy Fury Polydor Years. He’d like that.
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Billy Fury Weekend – 11th to 13th May 2010
Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool
by Peter Davies
YESTERDAY ONCE MORE had
organised a Billy Fury,60’s Beat and
rock’n’roll themed weekend at the Adelphi and the hotel was fully booked with
Billy enthusiasts, including the Sound
of Fury team. It was really good to see
so many people supporting what is likely to become an annual event. For a
change it was a comparatively short
drive for some members and in some
cases it took longer to park the car than
the journey time!
The evening entertainment started with
Colin Paul and the Persuaders performing a set of Billy songs exclusively
which went down really well with the
dedicated. After a short break with D J
Neil Williams, it was on with the show
and a ‘young’ man of 77 years – Wee
Colin Paul
Willie Harris who belied his age moving
about the floor to entertain everybody. After fifty years in the business he used
his considerable experience to give us a full repertoire of 50’s and 60’s music, and
some humour!
The music continued with Colin and the group treating everyone to a selection of
classic pop music from the British and American charts. Colin found time to let
the Persuaders have a couple of numbers and also invited Rob Dee to perform
Billy’s anthem Halfway to Paradise.
When most of the audience were retiring to bed by about 1.00 a.m. Wee Willie
Harris was still enjoying a glass of beer long after many had left. On the Saturday
morning The Sound of Fury team manned the merchandise stalls in the function
room foyer and in the afternoon many took the trip down to Billy’s statue on the
docks and the Cavern Club. The Saturday evening show started with Tony Graham – a little man with a big voice – who performed his tribute songs to
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Roy Orbison and Gene Pitney. In total he sang a
twenty four set and many of the numbers were ones
that other singers wouldn’t attempt because of the
voice range needed. Tony went down really well
and surely has a good future.
Chris Eley conducted the auction of three framed
photographs which produced some brisk bidding
and were sold for a total of £150.00. In addition the
twenty plus raffle prizes ensured very good sales of
raffle tickets by the Sound of Fury team members.
As a result of these endeavours The Sound of Fury
were able to donate the sum of £500.00 to Alder
Hey Hospital (see acknowledgement letter elsewhere in this magazine).
The next artistes to entertain were Darren Davies
and the Bobcats who performed rock ’n’ roll and
rockabilly as well as doo wop. They gave their own
individual treatment to several Billy and Elvis numbers as well as some almost unrecognisable standards thoroughly enjoyed by their appreciative
audience.
Wee Willie Harris
All too soon it was time for Colin Paul to finish off
the weekend with his final selection of quality choices by covering a vast selection of music. Artistes such as Charlie Gracie, P J Proby, Emile Ford, The Beatles,
Walker Brothers, Eddie Cochran, Rick Nelson and Charlie Rich all received a mention with his choice of music
plus of course a selection of Billy and Elvis numbers.
Colin finished off with American Trilogy and after his
excellent version of Charlie Rich’s Rolling with the Flow
asked Rob Dee to join him on Halfway to Paradise.
Our sincere thanks are due to Colin Paul and Kelvin
Ford from Yesterday Once More for their efforts in making the weekend so successful. The organisation dovetailed seamlessly and it helped in making it a weekend
to remember.
Next year’s Billy Fury Weekend II has already been announced and will take place on Friday 1st July 2011 to
Sunday 3rd July. For more information from Yesterday
Once More call 01934 733958.
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Tony Graham

Darren Davies and the Bobcats

Rob Dee – A tribute to Clive Wilce
I first met Clive about ten years ago. He was an agent and a drummer in the
Gloucester area, a great rock ‘n’ roll drummer and a big fan of Billy Fury. He started getting me solo work performing my Billy Fury Tribute, and this was going so
well that we decided to form a band and try and
recreate The Furysound – hence the name of the
band.
Clive knew a guitarist, who had a friend who
played bass, so we advertised in the local press for
a keyboard player and the line up was complete.
We went on to perform all over the country in theatre's, holiday parks, clubs, and even in a circus!
Clive's enthusiasm always kept us going and I look
back with some great memories of some great
times. Clive was always a true pro and knew the
business inside out. We will all miss him and anyone who ever came in contact with him will never
forget him.
Thanks Clive for everything – Rob Dee and Billy Fury fans everywhere.
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The Billy Fury Show for Jessie’s Fund –
Nottingham Arts Theatre, 11th July 2010
by Chris Eley
Background
When several months ago, I was approached by Michael Parkinson about his idea
of having a Billy Fury ‘Dance’ Show I had the same mixed feelings that I had initially experienced when I first knew of Peter Williams and his instrumental tribute to Billy. Would it work? As I became more involved with the script, and in
sending photos and music to Michael the doubts began to disappear – what an
innovative idea and for such a good cause. Michael and his wife Joan were already fans of Billy’s but like many fans had not heard some of the more obscure
stuff, and soon they were enthusing about more of the Parlophone era recordings.
In seeking to obtain permission from Billy’s Lisa (which was graciously given)
for Michael to use some of these recordings (he had already obtained permission
from Decca and soon after from the owners of I’ve Gotta Horse and Play It Cool) I
began to learn more about the fine cause that Michael was supporting. In December 1993, Jessica George, who was a bright and very musically talented nine-year
old was diagnosed with a rare and inoperable brain tumour. There was a hope
that complementary treatment might be effective so Jessie’s Fund was set up to
meet the cost of the treatment. Tragically Jessie died in May 1994 before treatment could be undertaken but her parents, musicians Lesley Schatzburger and
Alan George decided to turn the fund into a charity dedicated to helping seriously
ill and disabled children through the therapeutic use of music. It was registered
in 1995. Michael Parkinson had a fine track record of putting on shows for charity since 2001 and being an extremely caring person (also dedicated, professional
and with a great sense of humour) I accepted with alacrity his kind offer for
Linda an I to stop over and attend the show. I did worry that his faith in the
show director and the dancers would lead to tears. I need not have been concerned.

The Show
During the afternoon we were treated to a performance, for Jessie’s Fund, by Phil
Kelsall MBE, the lead organist from the Blackpool Tower ballroom. The venue
was well attended and the performance magnificent, as might be expected, and
very well received by Phil’s fans. During the early evening Billy’s Mum arrived
(Michael had been sitting on a theatre chair in the road saving her parking space –
told you he had humour!). She was actually brought along by a very nice couple,
John and Mags Cummings. It was great to see Jean again and as always her pres33

ence was to add greatly to the event. Mags and I were allowed in by the show
director, Maggie Andrew, for a little while to take photos of the girls who would
be performing for us shortly afterwards. This was because taking photos during
the performance may have been off-putting for the girls, although no doubt some
proud parents did snap away. What was astounding whilst talking to the girls,
aged from about nine to early twenties was that they now loved the music of Billy Fury; an artist even most of their parents didn’t know about. They said they
were going around singing his songs all the time. This was so heartening and the
photo shows them yelling out Billy Fury and thrusting arms in the air when I
asked them to say his name for the photo. Their enthusiasm and infectious sense
of fun boded
well for the performance and
we were not to
be disappointed. During Act
1 we were treated to a mixture
of narrations of
Billy’s life,
mostly very
well delivered
indeed (and
never less than
competent
throughout the
show), and
The joyful, dedicated and talented cast!
nineteen songs in the first act, beginning with Give Me Your Word and ending with
Like I’ve Never Been Gone. The narrations were rendered even more effective by
the well known Halfway to Paradise picture of Billy kneeling with his guitar and
which Michael had had blown up and illuminated at the side of the stage. Every
number was different in approach and each was highly enjoyable, with many novel twists throughout the whole evening. The girls, of whatever age, danced their
hearts out for us and it was such a wonderfully innocent show, quite the opposite
of what I had envisaged until I met the girls in rehearsal. Prior to attending I had
thought of sexily dressed over sixteen year olds, pouting and go-go dancing raunchily 60’s style (wishful thinking I guess!). I had been looking forward to Billy’s
sensuality being somehow transferred to dancing girls – a sort of reversed erotic
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effect yet demonstrating his highly sexualised image. However, this unexpected
combination of ages and dance styles (which was down to the show director), coupled with the innocence and cheeriness, actually worked on a very different level
and was, perhaps as it should be for such a fund, highly wholesome; although this
is not to say that there were not attractive girls on-stage. To hear recordings of
numbers especially such as Please Love Me and others not normally performed by
tribute acts, played in public for the first time was terrific. It is difficult to pick out
individual routines but Gonna type A Letter was perhaps the major show highlight.
With its office setting, a sub-plot and a lot of movement including tap dancing, it
really was great fun. I’ll Show You was the total opposite, nicely done and the gold
ponchos were a lovely touch; In My Room was highly poignant and the idea of having ‘French’ striped tops for Colette/Collette was clever. The dancing over the
evening combined somersaults, tap dancing, twist, jive and various other styles and
it was a credit to the girls and their dedicated show director that there was not an
obvious falter or mis-step in either act – they had worked, and been worked, that
hard. For an amateur production, with some girls who had never been on stage
before – it was incredible. It would be unfair to single out any individual but one
must be, albeit for a different reason. Lauren Pringle, a young cast member, had
been working so hard for weeks but was taken ill during the final rehearsal and so
missed the show. We really felt for her, and her family and friends and we hope she
is now fine. The show also featured projected mages of Billy on a big screen and
being the anorak that I am I had to tell Michael that some images were shown reversed and will need
changing for any future shows. Also Billy
did not cut the One
and Only album in
1980, it was 1982, wonder how I missed that,
but these are very minor constructive criticisms for what was a
great show. Act 2 followed the pattern of
narration and dance
and opened with a
great tango scene for
Jealousy, the girls stunMaggie Andrew and Mrs Jean Wycherley
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ning in all red and black dresses, setting the tone for the rest of the act. Because Of
Love featured a Hula style dance, quite neat and I am sure Lady impressed Billy’s
Mum, who was worrying over Billy’s brother Albie’s recent fall and injury (we all
send our best Albie) but still managed to enjoy herself. King For Tonight had a great
ending as did several others, how the girls could get into some of the tableaux positions they did beats me, and the delight and exuberance was there especially during
How Many Nights, How Many Days. I made a note, gymnastics amazing but I cannot recall exactly which numbers featured it – great stuff anyway. In Summer was,
as it should be, very bright and happy – these girls never stopped smiling, Turn My
Back On You really rocked away with two older girls leading the jiving, and the
postman’s hat was a nice touch during Letter Full Of Tears. Quite how the girls managed such rapid costume changes I don’t know and whoever provided the costumes needs a major thank you. Having very young girls in the show allows for
cute – and this was typified by a brilliant Devil Or Angel where the ‘imps’ appeared
behind a barrier with devils ears on and were joined by Angels for a mock encounter – clever, real fun stuff, and so well performed. Great ideas from Maggie, such a
talented director, as well as a lovely warm person. Her genuine love for ‘her girls’
and a fierce protectiveness bear testament to this. Halfway To Paradise inevitably
closed the Billy part of the show, and there had been really poignant moments, especially during scene eleven which combined Psalm 23, poetry by Billy (from Paper
Aeroplanes) and Forget Him but the performance of Sweet
Jessica which
closed the show
was both highly
poignant and truly
beautiful. The girls
sung the tribute to
Jessica with a lovely acoustic guitar
backing and some
solo verses. Unfortunately the girl
who played the
guitar injured her
Mags, Michael, Joan and Chris
hand and could
not play live on stage, which would surely have added even more pathos to the
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number. I did say there was such a lot of talent involved in this production and
that is an understatement, from the writer, through show director and assistant,
the cast, technicians and theatre staff, a very professional and wonderfully enjoyable production. What I know about dancing you could write on a matchbox –
but I know what I saw and it was splendid. In addition to supporting this excellent fund it gave Billy’s musical legacy a great uplift and crossed generations,
which is what we need it to do. A total of forty of Billy’s songs were used, mostly hits but mixed with other Decca, Parlophone and Polydor tracks in an excellent
selection. One more act would have meant even more varied songs, but two acts
was about right. The detailed programme contained personal tributes from Vince
Eager, Alvin Stardust and notes from both fan clubs, plus full credits.
To round off the evening Billy’s Mum received a presentation photograph of Billy
from the cast and all involved in the production, and a signed photo list of the
cast. Then Michael and Joan received a presentation, with gratitude for promoting Billy so positively, from The Sound of Fury and on behalf of Billy’s fans everywhere. Maggie Andrew never comes on stage after a show I was told but she did
it this time in order for the presentations to go smoothly, which was a very nice
thing for her to do. Linda and I would personally like to thank Michael and his
wife Joan a massive Billy fan, for their courtesy and friendship. It was also really
good to see old friends present. Mary Burton and her sister Chris, from way back
at the early gatherings at Mill Hill, and Mary and husband Dave of course still
regularly attending. When I met Billy the second time June Swan was beside me
and it was great to be transported back to the Sunnyside by seeing her again.
Chris Raynor from the Billy Fury Story and Maureen are also old friends and I
must apologise to the lovely lady member of the SOF, whose name I cannot recall,
and her friend who asked if I was on Facebook. I’m very private really and cannot see myself ever doing that but any emails sent via the fan club do get to me
and in truth but for the support and loyalty of fans like you, and so many others,
everything we do would of course be pointless – so thanks (and next time I shall
imprint your name on my head if I have to – my memory does get so much worse
these days). Michael thanked everyone, including those fans who attended and
those in both fan clubs would echo that – without such support all this talent and
work would have been wasted. I don’t know if this show will run again – it ran
for two consecutive nights, but if it does, please give it a whirl. It’s a unique way
to enjoy Billy’s music whilst doing such a lot of good. Without the original idea
and script of course nothing would have happened – so thanks Michael and Joan,
from all of us and Billy too, who would I am sure be as usual, bemused at the fuss,
but chuffed to bits!
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New Billy Fury CD
Produced by Peaksoft in collaboration with Chris Eley. For the first time on CD
all of the Parlophone 45’s in chronological order plus bonus tracks (see below).
To receive this well received CD please send a cheque or postal order, made out
to Peaksoft, for £11.49 (inc p+p) and send to the Sound of Fury address. Many
tracks have already been released on CD but not in this chronological way.
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Chris’s CD Corner
The Very Best of Johnny and the Jailbirds – Jailbird Records JJCD 002
32 bopping tracks from one of this country’s finest rock ‘n’ roll/rockabilly bands,
not to mention Johnny Reds credentials as a first rate Billy Fury Tribute
performer. I still say that the two
Sound Of Fury album tracks cut by
Johnny for the Without You Billy
Fury album are the most authentic
renditions of those numbers post
Billy. No Billy on here, disappointing not to see those tracks, or was it
one, they did cut of Billy’s years ago
but nevertheless a fine collection of
material from 1974 to 2006, with a
selection of rarities thrown in. The
collection is a hybrid of mostly rockabilly, some rock ’n’ roll and some Doo
Wop with a beat (such as the enjoyable romp through Shang a Lang a Ding Dong).
Stand out track for me is West Coast Rock ‘n’ Roll, a cracking catchy number, not
rockabilly but it moves and I like it a lot. A whole album of like tracks would
be a winner – perhaps in the future, who knows! Other standout tracks are It
Ain’t Me – with its Burnette Trio sound, She Can Blow It (a good rocker obviously full of double entendre in the way of The Big Ten Inch jump jive track from
the early 50’s), Red Eye to Memphis (with a Shakin’ Stevens’ touch), Sexy Eyes
(nice vocal) and We Want To Boogie Tonight, (really rocks). Pretty Little One has a
strong authentic U.S. feel and I also like Too Much Wine. Many of the songs
were written by Johnny and lead guitarist Ritchie Ball and there is a dedication
to Richie, who sadly passed away in 2009. The CD booklet has a brief but informative biography and pictures of the band during its various incarnations.
This album, thanks to Johnny’s vocals and the fine backing by a great band, especially performances by Ritchie, is one big rock fest and highly recommended
for anyone who is a fan of Johnny and/or into rockabilly music. Available from
Jailbird Records Tel 01933 663962 or via johnnyredrocknroll@tiscali.co.uk
Fit For A King – Colin Paul Presents a Songbook For Elvis. Peaksoft PEA 008
This is the album I, and many others have been waiting for, for some time from
Colin, and it’s a great one. It is not an Elvis sound-alike tribute, although inevitably with Colin’s phrasing and power the ‘Elvis Sound’ is never far away, but
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a collection of songs, in his natural voice, and which he felt Elvis could have
sung, and in the case of the older ones, should have done. The album opens
with a very version of the Johnny Rivers, Narvel Felts, Ronnie Dove number,
Mountain of Love. This is followed by a lovely rendering of
the number associated with Glen
Campbell, Turn Around, Look at
Me (which is great live as at Mill
Hill). Perhaps the finest two
tracks on the album, certainly
my personal favourites (not necessarily the same thing of
course), are the superb Charlie
Rich covers on Rolling With The
Flow and Turn Around And Face
Me (where Charlie did his best
‘Elvis thing – my personal favourite of his). Cliff’s Constantly has
ever been a personal favourite of
mine, and it seems Colin’s too –
a nice version and there are three Billy numbers on here, Chapel on the Hill, a
powerful and emotional I’ll Show You and Where Do You Run, a great B’ side. A
Love Worth Waiting For, the ‘Shaky’ song, is great, makes you realise that the
Shakin’ Stevens songbook has some nice stuff to be plundered. A Legend In My
Time is a very fine, wistful song, as demonstrated by Rick Nelson, Don Gibson
and various other country artists and the version by Roy Orbison, which influenced Colin’s sensitive reading on here. Just A Little Too Much is the rocking
Rick Nelson number – great, and the final track is a very moving one, reminiscent for me, of Christmas in Dixie, I’ll Be With You Always. There are some
(contemporary) surprises on here, as regards song choices, but everything is
well performed – buy it and see for yourself. The erudite introduction by Harry
Whitehouse and the praise lavished within it is well deserved – says it all about
Colin’s well deserved reputation. Colin introduces the songs in the booklet, a
novel and interesting twist. Whether you are a fan of Colin, Elvis and/or of
good songs sung by a really good voice – this is for you. Available from :
Peaksoft, 5 The Wick, 37 Esplanade Gardens, Scarborough,
YO11 2AW Tel 01723-375770.
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
September
4 Rob Dee Tribute to Billy Fury
4
5

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
Rob Dee Tribute to Billy

11 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
16 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
18 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
25 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
30 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury
Story
October
16 Billy Fury Tribute Night
Rob Dee with Red Alert
29 Johnny Red & The Rebel – Billy Fury
Shaky & Elvis Show
November
5/6 Billy Fury Weekend with
Colin Paul & the Persuaders
26 Johnny Red & The Rebel – Billy Fury
Shaky & Elvis Show
27 Rob Dee Tribute to Billy Fury
28 Rob Dee Tribute to Billy Fury
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Royal British Legion, Leighton
Buzzard 01525 373972
Orchard Theatre, Dartford
01322 220000
Seacroft Holiday Village, Hemsby
0844 770 5213
Congress Theatre, Eastbourne
01323 412000
Royal Spa Centre, Leamington Spa
01926 334418
The Playhouse, Weston Super Mare
01934 645544
Palace Theatre, Redditch
01527 65203
The Broadway, Barking
20 8507 5607
Plaza Theatre, Stockport
01614777779
Evesham Working Men’s Club
See advert p. 41
Rushden Windmill, Northants
07887 851427
Metropole Hotel, Blackpool
01253 722300
Higham Ferrers Working Men’s Club
07887 851427
Haverhill Arts Centre 01440 714140
Seacroft Holiday Village, Hemsby
0844 770 5213
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